By Don Pendley
Staff Reporter

“Controlled fury” is how Mr. W.R. Huntington described the 125 College High parents at their Parent-Teacher Association meeting of Feb. 5. At the meeting, it was decided to begin a two-pronged attack concerning College High’s “phasing out.”

One of the attacks would be negotiations with the MSC Administration. Negotiations between parents and the administration have been continuing for several months, and were climaxed by the Board of Trustees’ decision on January 21 to “phase out” and eventually close out College High. This decision has not satisfied many College High parents, who want College High to remain open. However, according to Mr. Charles Burkeley, a College High parent, negotiations with MSC’s administration are no longer possible. Burkeley quoted MSC’s President Thomas H. Richardson as saying that there were “no more administrative movements we (College High parents) could make,” and that only political and legal measures are left.

(Continued on Page 2)

ALL IN FAVOR
Mr. W.R. Huntington (left), president of the College High Parent-Teachers Association, gets a 100 per cent vote of approval to continue the fight to retain demonstration schools on state college campuses.

Construction Set for $4 Million Dorm

16 Stories
Will House
600 Students

The ground-breaking for a coed dormitory to be located north of Stone Hall may occur within the next two months. The dorm, planned to be 16 stories high, will have a capacity of 600 students and be built as soon as a builder can be found.

The plans, recently approved by MSC’s Board of Trustees, call for the division of the building into three sections—two for men, one for women, and between them a recreational facility.

The building is designed by Charles Luckman Associates of New York, and is intended to make full use of the abruptly-sloping land north of Stone Hall, by interweaving the land and the building. The dormitory’s entry will be located on the fifth floor.

Economy has been kept in mind in planning the dorm. Basic materials will be used, such as concrete and concrete block, and the cost is expected to be kept down to four million dollars.

Plans are included for a large cafeteria, to accommodate the students who will be living in an adjacent dormitory planned for the future.

WITHIN TWO MONTHS...
COED DORMITORY: The artist’s sketch of the 16-story dorm, scheduled for construction between Webster and Stone Halls. Groundbreaking should occur within the next two months.
Parents Form Committee Against 'Phasing Out'  
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The second prob of the attack would be the political means. Hence, many Assembyman John J. Fekety, present at the meeting, told the parents that the Assembly created a committee on Monday to investigate the closing of the four state college demonstration schools. These four demonstration schools, voted to be closed since January 20, are at

Mr. W.R. Huntington  
Negotiations necessary  

MSC, Paterson State, Jersey City State and College High. Assemblyman Fekety stated that within the near future, public hearings on the closing of the school would be held. Fekety urged the College High parents to go to these hearings, and not to negotiate the closing of College High, but to demand that College High remain open. Assemblyman Fekety said that the decision to close College High could be reversed by the Board of Higher Education, which is controlled by the Legislature.

Following Fekety's statements, a question-and-answer period was held. Several parents complained that the College High closing would inconvenience CHS students in getting college recommendations from high schools, and one woman said that it is "absolutely undesirable to close the school in June." She added that the parents would become "very violent" if the administration came to this decision. She commented that if the CHS students would keep the school open until June 1970, that the final decision on closing CHS could be postponed annually and the school could be kept open from June to June. Mr. Robert Miller, co-chairman of a parents' committee to educate College High's "phasing out," stated that the CHS parents must end their movement to keep College High open, even if a satisfactory agreement is made with the college administration or the Legislature. Then Miriam Taub, MSC junior English major and an employee of the MONTCLARION, spoke. Addressing herself to Fekety, she said that the parents are going to Trenton to testify on College High, they should demand that the Legislature supply the state colleges with more money so that all programs could continue. She was not yet impressed by the CHS parents.

Afterwards, Frank Cripps, junior social science major and chairman of the Council on International and National Affairs, complained that no one was considering the MSC students in the negotiations. One parent then brought up the possibility of postponing any further negotiations until after Governor Hughes submits the new budget to the Legislature. Mr. Huntington, Assemblyman John J. Fekety  
Assembly committee will investigate  

PTA president, said that this would mean certain death for the high school, since "if we don't negotiate, he (Richardson) will do it his way."

$200 Buys A European Vacation  

Joseph Kloza, graduate assistant attached to the education department, stated recently that Montclair State students, faculty and staff can now fly to Amsterdam for seven weeks for only $200, round-trip. According to the former SGA president, a plane will be chartered to accompany beauty.
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Some Steps Initiated To Meet Needs of Minority Groups  

By Richard Kameneck  

 Preliminary steps are apparently being taken at MSC which will attempt to accommodate the demands that are being voiced across the country regarding black studies and minority group curricula programs.

The English and music departments were involved with following the lead set by the social sciences department which introduced a black studies course last year.

Mr. Percy Johnston of the English department will be teaching a new Afro-American literature course to be offered in the fall, 1969 semester. The course will begin with Phyllis Whaley, a 19-century poet, and conclude with Richard Wright, a contemporary novelist. Some "third world" literature may also be included.

Mr. Johnston stresses that the course will be an in-depth study of the aspects of black literature rather than a survey course. But inevitably, it will be a course in literature and not sociology.

Also, Mr. Johnston stated that the course is "definitely not tokenism, but it reflects the changing representation of the Western man that the Northern European culture was not and is not the only culture in existence."

A student group, led by Richard Trewin and Russell Layne, is planning to petition the
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Closed Door Policy Scheduled
Tentatively for Next Week

Tentatively scheduled for Feb. 15, Webster Hall will begin an open door policy every weekend whereby women will be permitted in the dormitory on a closed door basis. Approved by 85 per cent of the residents of Webster Hall on a secret ballot vote, the policy permits female guests to be admitted to the dormitory during the following times: Friday, 4:30 to 11 p.m.; Saturday, 10 a.m. to midnight; and Sunday, 1:30 to 7 p.m.

Originally initiated by sophomore Webster Hall resident, Russ Layne, the new policy will be an extension of the present open dorm system which began last spring. This allowed women to visit the men's dorms on alternate Sunday afternoons only with the provision that the door of the room was kept "at a 90 degree angle to the door frame."

The inflexibility of this original plan prompted the student action to assure the residents of a more relaxed atmosphere in the dormitories.

Rutgers Policy Noted
It is to be noted that Rutgers-The State University recently abolished female guest rules and women are now admitted to the dormitories on a 24 hour basis. After a trial period of two months, the men of Rutgers will evaluate this program with the provision that each dorm can modify it as it sees fit.

Administration Approval
Mr. Richard Taubald, assistant director of student organizations in charge of men's dormitories, has approved this program and has expressed his desire for more student originated programs to improve all facets of dorm life.

Mr. Taubald said these programs are not only those concerning visitation policies, "will erase the image of the dorm and replace it with the idea of a residence hall and not simply a place where one eats and sleeps."

One of the problems in turning the dorms into centers of activity is developing MSC into a largely residential campus. This will occur in the college family — alumni, students, and parents. At present, however, a majority of those students living on campus return home on weekends.

Webster Hall president, Bob Moller, said that he is looking forward to the initiation of the closed door policy. He said that, "The men of Webster are mature enough to handle this new privilege; the new dorm council is competent enough to take care of any problems that might arise."

Newman, Protestants Offer Communications Seminar
By Roberta Kuehl
A communications seminar to provide the student body with a survey of recent trends in film and television will take place in four parts during the next month. The seminar will also explore the similarities and differences in the effects of mass media on American audiences.

The seminar will feature "Marat/Sade," which will be shown in Memorial Auditorium on Wed., Feb. 12 at 7:30 p.m. Before the film, members of the Newman Community and Protestant Foundation co-sponsors of the seminar, will present a brief introduction and summary of the film, directed by Peter Brook.

Following the film a discussion will be held until 10 p.m. The next film, to be presented in M-15 on Feb. 20 at 7:30 p.m., will be "400 Blows." Directed by Francois Truffaut, it is an example of the "nouvelle vague" in French cinema.

Next, in the Italian cinema will be evident when "The Bicycle Thief," directed by Vittorio DeSica, is presented on Feb. 26 in M-15 at 7:30 p.m. The final session will take place in Newman House on March 6 at 7:30 p.m. It will include watching several TV shows and commercials with discussions about TV's present power and its possible future.

With Valentine's Day in mind, the Off-Campus Advisory Board is sponsoring an informal get-together on Valentine's day, Feb. 14. The festivities will begin at 7:30 in the Grace Freeman Recreation Room (lower level).

The meeting will begin with a "hearty" and unorthodox effects on mass media on American audiences.

The seminar will feature "Marat/Sade," which will be shown in Memorial Auditorium on Wed., Feb. 12 at 7:30 p.m. Before the film, members of the Newman Community and Protestant Foundation co-sponsors of the seminar, will present a brief introduction and summary of the film, directed by Peter Brook.

Following the film a discussion will be held until 10 p.m. The next film, to be presented in M-15 on Feb. 20 at 7:30 p.m., will be "400 Blows." Directed by Francois Truffaut, it is an example of the "nouvelle vague" in French cinema.

Next, in the Italian cinema will be evident when "The Bicycle Thief," directed by Vittorio DeSica, is presented on Feb. 26 in M-15 at 7:30 p.m. The final session will take place in Newman House on March 6 at 7:30 p.m. It will include watching several TV shows and commercials with discussions about TV's present power and its possible future.
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Wanted: SGA Leadership

As the present SGA administration has now been in office since July 1, it is time for a summary and evaluation of the past months’ accomplishments.

As a decision making body, the SGA legislature has been responsible for distributing $13,771.43 of unappropriated surplus funds. However, this legislature is also responsible for defeating six bills which requested funds.

Hence, only 66 per cent of the total bills requesting funds has been approved. It can be seen that these legislators are extremely conscious of the responsibility they have since they handle over a quarter of a million dollars a year.

However, your SGA is meant to be more than just a rubber stamp, accept-or-reject-money-bills organization. Your SGA should be a dynamic leadership group which should initiate new programs for the growing Montclair State university.

At present several SGA committees are studying such topics as student selection of the faculty tenure board. Their importance will only be lessened if their evaluations are allowed to spend several months on the topics.

Forceful leadership in SGA is needed to increase SGA’s power. More is needed than the routine of discussing and voting on financial bills. Effective leadership from the top can see that this is done: president Martinez, where are you?

Kloza Proposes

Consequently, Kloza has drawn up a three-point plan to enlarge the current Bureau of Field Studies:

1. Start a library to college and distribute films, tapes and books on foreign travel.

2. Maintain information files and sources on all foreign travel programs and scholarships.

3. Establish a college publication suitable for outside circulation on student reports and experiences abroad.

We applaud Kloza’s suggestions as plausible and easy to implement. Foreign travel is a sorely needed necessity in American education.

Prompt executive action is needed to speed up the workings of the SGA. For example, an SGA statement on the Clifton Conference concerning the “Tentative Statement of Policies and Goals” is necessary to define the SGA’s position on the future of MSC. Also, committee reports favoring immediate reduction of the present parking fine should be delivered.

Three new SGA committees have been formed this week to deal with faculty evaluations, faculty hiring and the possibility of student representatives on the faculty tenure board. Their importance will only be lessened if their evaluations are allowed to spend several months on the topics.

One thing the future Montclair State University will need is an expanded Bureau of Field Studies. And the man working toward that goal is Mr. Joseph Kloza, former SGA president at MSC and currently a graduate assistant attached to the education department.

Kloza feels that today’s college student must broaden his cultural experiences through study and foreign travel. “American students must become more world oriented and understand the cultures of other nations,” he says.

Letters To The Editor

The MONTCLARION requests that all letters be submitted typed and limited to 250 words. All letters must be signed.

Protesting Conformity

To the Editor: Your “new image” is creative! Far from “creative” conformity is more like it! I am completely annoyed that my annual $50 student activity fee supports a cover-page of protestors who know so very little about life! I have traveled in 15 countries and have seen young protesters everywhere. I have viewed teenagers crushing red tulips and carrying red flags on Amsterdam’s “Damrak” (Dam Square), and I have seen the same 15-16-year-olds picketing the U.S. Consulate, day and night, in the same city. What is the matter with young people of so very few years who demonstrate against principles they know so little about?

I am tired of student protesters who have seen so little of life—of those who sell the propaganda of Mao and have never experienced these principles of life in Communist China, and at the same time are quite willing to take advantage of our society’s benefits!

I’m protesting against protestors! After being away from the U.S. for one year, I’ve returned to find America with a positive side too. Society and protesters may continue to emphasize the negative, but compared to opportunities and life in many other lands, I’d choose America!

Your “new image” is nothing new! It’s conformity to obnoxious protestors. It’s about time the silent majority like myself take a stand. There are positive ways of changing society; too, one need not throw rocks and bottles. If this is a part of the “new image” you are supporting, I am disappointed. Wouldn’t a critical evaluation of the Inaugural Address have been more meaningful than three pages of obnoxious photographs?

Christy Lee Henderson 1970

Youth Fares Threatened

To the Editor: I am a junior at the University of Houston and also one of several hundred thousand college students who hold an Airline Youth Fare Card.

I am writing you and many other college newspaper editors in the hope that fellow students may be alerted through the editorial column of their newspaper about the recent happenings concerning youth fares. Several days ago a Civil Aeronautics Board examiner ruled that “youth fares should be dropped.” UNLESS THE BOARD DECIDES TO REVIEW THE DECISION, IT WILL AUTOMATICALLY BECOME EFFECTIVE IN 30 DAYS.

I don’t think that many students know of this and I urge them to rise to protect their youth fares. Most of us have limited budgets and to have our spending money from part-time jobs. I URGE EVERY STUDENT TO CONTACT THE CIVIL AERONAUTICS BOARD, 1825 Connecticut Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C., 20009 and voice their protest against this unfair decision against youth fares. It is important that this be done within the next 30 days so that a new hearing will be set, or the decision will automatically become law.

I hope that you will print the above letter in the editorial section of your paper, since I feel students should be informed of this injustice and that this issue is one that you are obligated to present to your readers.

Stephanie Southgate

College High “Truths”

To the Editor: Your Jan. 10 editorial concerning College High School contained what I feel is some rather serious misinformation on the history of College High, and to the present controversy over its future. I would like to point out a few of these items.

In referring to the near closing of College High in 1964 the editorial stated: “But strong objections by a few faculty, alumni, and parents kept the school going.” It is interesting to note that among those “few” were: Dr. Partridge, former President of Montclair State; the author of the administration; the officers of the SGA; the officers of the MSC; the members of the Board of Education; the faculty members connected with College High; and the members of the College High PTA.

I cannot deny that there are valid reasons for “phasing out” College High as it exists now, and therefore I do not criticize the editors of the Montclarion for supporting the administration’s recommendation. The editorial does not, however, point out any of these valid reasons but rather seeks to perpetrate gross misconceptions about College High, and for this I very strongly criticize the editors. The editorial would have done a greater service to Montclair State had it been based on the facts rather than rumors.

Michael Falzone, 1970.
Mr. Galbraith's book is a call for a truly democratic society based upon participatory democracy. Our democratic society is based upon the military-industrial complex. This complex is entrenched. The implications of power cannot be easily reversed. The goals often overlap, but as a whole, the complex is so entrenched. I fear for the future of our country.

Phelan outlines 15 areas in which the Ripon Forum is reported in the January issue of the New Leftist. His study confirms our view. Mr. Phelan is the real power in the nation's politics. His study is a call to action.

Student Boycott Hits St. Peter's

We, ourselves must be the catalyst that removes the sickness of racism, not only here at Montclair State, but throughout the colonized sections of the world. We cannot wait until another leader's voice is silenced, or wait for the master to remove our shackles.

Many of our ultra-conservative middle-class professors might feel that Montclair has made advancements in curing the ills of a sick country. But the so-called advancement made by our institution might be compared to an attempt to Europeans to construct a structure equal to that of the great pyramids: TOO LITTLE, TOO LATE.

The strike came as the culmination of a long series of attempts to have two classes which was over 60% strength, the students of St. Peter's College staged a boycott of the ROTC program on the campus.

Examples have been the Detroit riot, the Vietnam war, the anti-war demonstration at the Pentagon, the riots after Martin Luther King's murder, and at the Democratic National Convention in Chicago.

How has this power transfer been accomplished? It began with the preeminence given the Defense Department by President Kennedy and the person of Robert McNamara. Phelan calls him one of "the greatest bureaucratic managers who have substituted for the entrepreneurial drive, passion for the total control" over anything that affected their organizations.

Former Secretary of Defense Clifford, who is a man of the same type. "His dictatorship is the smart money — those families and corporations who are accustomed to moving adroitly and effortlessly in the higher realm of finance and politics." Clifford sealed the union begun by McNamara. (For a further indictment of Clifford, see Ramparts, Aug. 24, 1968.)

Phelan makes it clear that the transfer of power has been to the military-industrial complex, not to the generals. He observed that the defense sector is politically, economically and ideologically more secure. Skepticism concerning any of its requests for funds is politically risky. Not only our national decisions, but change must be evolved slowly. In the late fifties, Russia officially launched its first space vehicle. Less than a decade later, America has sent three men around the moon. This is recognizing the problem and seeking methods to overcome the problem.

Many black students feel we must "play the white man's silly game," in order to take full advantage of the white Trojan horse. What these students fail to realize is that they are selling a part of themselves; that is, becoming more white and less black. We must move forward to prevent the erosion of the ultra-conservative administration and its punitive actions. "If we must die, we must not die of the death of the inglorious pig.

Brothers and Sisters, the time to act is now. We have to the administration, be they ultra-conservative or the liberal. We have talked to the middle-class professors and we have listened to their racist remarks.

Editor's note: Mr. Puryear is a junior biology major at Montclair State.
Jay Garner (top of picture) has been hailed for his portrayal of Lester Maddox in "Red, White and Maddox" at the Court Theatre. The play lampoons Georgia's racist governor.

Broadway in Millburn

Reviewed by Maurice J. Moran

In an attempt to present new plays to the way-off-Broadway audience, the Papermill Playhouse at Millburn recently staged two pre-Broadway productions, Lamp at Midnight directed by Tyrone Guthrie and The Devil's Advocate starring Will Hutchins. Lamp at Midnight, with its concerns of conscience against the Church, represented by the plight of Galileo, usually makes for a good play. At least it did for "A Man For All Seasons." And it may for playwright Barnet Batts. Unfortunately, the potential greatness of this drama does not come across until the third act, and the second act never removes Morris Carnovsky, who portrays Galileo. Tyrone Guthrie is a great director, but if the other actors don't do their part or at least learn their lines, forget Broadway.

Jack Sharkey, on the other hand, has given us a new insight into boxing. The second act of the boxers' saga, the tray into the ring, and the great drink on drunked coffee. Or we see the play staged by rubber-faced Murvyn Vye, mistake this same wife for the Queen of Romania who can't speak Romanian. If it sounds too confusing, see the play to get things right. While the show belongs to Will Hutchins, whose comic style of hem-and-hawing personalities Jeremy Troyer, master put-on and liar royal, credit must go to the playwright who has created a fantastic comedy from the otherwise golden theme.

If you like to laugh, hurry, the show terminates on Feb. 9.

Schwarzkopf Gives Recital- Jazz Invigorates Services

By Curt DiGroat

Champaign—manifest in the elegance of her style, the pale gold hue of her eyes as the tumults of applause greeted her, Elizabeth Schwarzkopf swept on the stage of the Philharmonic. Formerly a reigning prima donna of the great opera houses, she now devotes all her time to song recitals. As ever, a wise musician, she realizes that her voice can no longer undergo the a r d o r s of an operatic performance. Besides, she has always been famed as a peerless song interpreter, perhaps because of her deep involvement and sincerity.

Despite her all too apparent struggle for the control of her high range and that she can no longer terminate a tone well, her style, interpretation and vocal coloring lift the performance beyond consideration of mere technical perfection. One marvels were the transitions she encompassed between the world of the quintessential Don Giovanni and the h o r r o r of Schumann's "Widmung" at the delight in simple pleasure of 'Esther Grund." In her program of songs by Strauss, Wolf and Richard Strauss, the Wolf songs were consistently good while she reached a peak in the Strauss selections.

Records

Reviewed by John Stankiewicz

Beggar's Banquet, the latest album by the Rolling Stones, is a feast fit for a beggar or a king. It's a fusion of rhythm and blues and country sounds with a bit of rock influenced their music and the country sounds with a bit of rock.

The major reservations about the book are that Ross, in an attempt to trace the development of the senator's political evolution, has deftly quoted quotes out of context to give the impression that he has not sufficiently explained his criteria for choosing the quotations.

The book seems to be a convenient reference source on the idea that the Kennedy administration's attitude towards the student movement was that of a man and his wife for the Queen of Rumania.

Was Mr. Bain so unsure of his ability as an author that he had to add an explanation in case his message wasn't being clearly communicated? To use his own words: "Q. Do you have some sort of 'message' you're trying to get across to the public?" A. Yes. Q. What is that message? A. I'm sculpting it with every word I say.

Q. Do you really think you're speaking to the people who pass this window? A. Do you? A. Frankly, no.

A. Next"

Songs of the Musconetcong A. M. Sullivan

Guineas Hollow Press 1968.

These are my people, and I make this lovely gift. Of rhyme for little towns that live.

A straight toward the western sky

And search the bins of memory to tell how

A case In point, the playwright who has

presented the personal view of his life for New Jersey, A.M. Sullivan's "Songs of the Musconetcong" is a good one.

The self-imposed regionalism of Sullivan limits his subject matter considerably. It is to his credit that he is master of the technical aspects of his art to overcome this handicap in presenting his personal view of this area.

If any of his poems are ballads concerned with little-known events of our history; others are written in praise of a Walt Whitman.

Freed of the strict structure commonly associated with poetry, Sullivan cuts through meaningful words to paint the feelings of the singers.

On the whole, this is an interesting volume, not only as a collection of poems on New Jersey, but as a book of poetry written by a man sensitive to the beauty of his state.

Janet Toner
Gymnasts in NCAA Championships

Strong Event Scratched
From Competition.

By Joe Macaluso
The MSC gymnastics team now sports a 4.1 record for the 1968-69 season. The team has scored impressive wins over the United States Coast Guard Academy, Trenton State, United States Military Academy "B", and Slippery Rock State College.

Southern Connecticut State, an eastern powerhouse for gymnastics, handed Montclair its loss in a closely matched meet. Last Saturday's win over Slippery Rock with a 20 point margin, marks the first time Montclair has beaten this highly regarded team.

When the team began its season, it was without the scoring potential of one of last year's best events, the trampoline. A national ruling eliminated the event from competition, but the gymnasts have managed to score the same total as last year without the 20 plus benefit of our strong trampoline squad.

Coach Terry Orlick feels the team spirit to be very high and it should be with the improvement made from last year. The team scored 135.5 points. Not only did the team qualify, but Dave Green, John Guenther, and Rick Schwarz have qualified individually by scoring over 8.5 during the season.

These three gymnasts provide great support to a team that has many capable performers.

MSC gymnasts enjoy winning, but no win was as rewarding as their first over Slippery Rock State. During that meet, three events (side horse, still rings and floor exercise) scored higher than they ever scored during the season.

In floor exercise Rick Schwarz placed second. On the side horse, Joe Garverre, Dave Green and Bob Johnson tied for first place and third, respectively. John Guenther led in the still rings with a first place, and Ron Poling and Ralph Coscia were second and third, respectively.

BASEBALL FORECAST: 20-GAME SCHEDULE

A 20 game schedule, opening with Fairleigh Dickinson University on Tuesday, April 1 at home, has been announced for Montclair State College's baseball team by Bill Dioguardi, director of athletics.

The 1969 schedule: April 1 - Fairleigh Dickinson University; 3 - Newark State; 5 - Newark College; 6 - Newark College; 11 - Jersey City State; 12 - Newark - Rutgers 14 - Upsala College; 16 - At Newark State*; 18 - At St. Peter's College; 19 - At Glassboro State*; 21 - At Bloomfield College; 24 - At Paterson State*; 26 - Trenton State*; 28 - Pace College; 29 - At Jersey City State*; 6 - Glassboro State*; 8 - Monmouth College; 10 - At Trenton State*; 12 - East Stroudsburg State (Pa); 14 - Paterson State* - Central Connecticut State.

*New Jersey State College Conference

Let's Hear It For The Cheerleaders!

By John Aneson
We all know that the position of high school cheerleader is one of prestige and honor. To be one is a must to convey the image of the "All American Girl" all bedecked in hot dog and apple pie. But once a girl gets to college, the pedestal crumbles.

The 1969 schedule:

April 1 - Fairleigh Dickinson University; 3 - Newark State; 5 - Newark College; 6 - Newark College; 11 - Jersey City State; 12 - Newark - Rutgers 14 - Upsala College; 16 - At Newark State*; 18 - At St. Peter's College; 19 - At Glassboro State*; 21 - At Bloomfield College; 24 - At Paterson State*; 26 - Trenton State*; 28 - Pace College; 29 - At Jersey City State*; 6 - Glassboro State*; 8 - Monmouth College; 10 - At Trenton State*; 12 - East Stroudsburg State (Pa); 14 - Paterson State* - Central Connecticut State.

*New Jersey State College Conference

John Lyons
The Un-Heavy Heavyweight

By Tom Benn
Sports Staff
John Lyons has an unusual and an unenviable job: he is responsible for the winning of close wrestling matches for Montclair State's varsity wrestling team.

Lyons also has one disadvantage in the execution of his job. He weighs only 180 pounds while the men he must wrestle usually weigh somewhere between 200 and 220 pounds. Yet despite the weight difference, Lyons holds a 2.1 record as a heavyweight and has an overall mark of 4-2 for Tim Sullivan's grapplers.

The best examples of Lyons at work were in Montclair's matches with Central Connecticut and Fairleigh Dickinson. Against CCS, Lyons was matched with a 21 pound opponent. Lyons pulled out the win, breaking an 18-18 deadlock, and handed Central Connecticut its first loss of the year. His pin against Fairleigh brought Montclair from behind and gave the Indians a 21-18 win over their Teaneck foe.

How does Lyons account for his success despite the fact that he is nearly always the underdog? He says that it is in knowing what the other man is going to do. "When you wrestle a heavyweight," he says, "you can't do the things you would normally do with a guy your own weight." He explained further, "When you're on top, you've got to watch for the roll. That's the heavyweight's move. There's nothing you can do on the bottom, so you just let him make the moves, and hope he does something wrong." A one word description of his style against heavyweights, he says, would be "defensive."

Though light, John, a senior physical education major, is tall for his weight and has long, strong arms and legs, which have helped him wrap up many of his foes. This is the sixth year of wrestling for Lyons, who wrestled as a junior and senior at Hanover Park High School before coming to Montclair State. He posted a 10-1 record there in his senior year.

Last year at MSC, he wrestled at 167 and occasionally 177 pounds and posted a 3-2 record. He got a second place medal in the NAIA District 34 tournament. Though John Lyons may not have the most desirable position on the team, being the squad's un-heavy heavyweight, he does have a habit of collecting the praise after winning a close one for the Indians.
By John Ameson

Sports Editor

Special to the Montclarion

Displaying an explosive fast break, Montclair State posted a 93-82 victory at Monmouth Wednesday night in front of a partisan crowd of 2,900 as Monmouth played without the services of its stellar guard, Ron Konzegy.

First half play saw the Indians run away to a 46-22 half time lead against ranked Hawks. MSC outshot, out rebounded, and out hustled their bitter rivals.

After reserves were inserted midway through the second half, Monmouth, led by guard John Barone, came back to close the gap to 8 points, 86-78. Coach Ollie Gelston then returned the starting forces to action and the visitors pulled away to victory.

MSC and Monmouth battle for rebound in Wednesday night's action.

**Basketball IM Begins**

By Wayne Potente

Intramural basketball time is finally here, much to the relief of many of the men of MSC. Last year's top two teams are back in action and ready to defend their titles.

Eau Omega Phi, led by Frank Rossi, won last year's overall title and figures to be a strong contender in the American League this year. Other contenders in the American League would seem to be Gamma Delta with the high scoring Steve Batsch and "The Thundering Herd," captained by Frank Cipot.

"The Lower Lounge S and A," last year's independent league victors, will attempt to retain its title while playing in the National League this year. The American League would seem to be Gamma Delta with the high scoring Steve Batsch and "The Thundering Herd," captained by Frank Cipot.

A major change in the league this year is the switch from one independent and one fraternity league to a National and an American League, each having an eastern and a western division. The eastern division of each league will contain five independent teams while the western divisions will each have four fraternal teams. The division winners in each league will play each other for the league titles. This will be followed by the league winners playing for first and second place overall and the second place finishers in each league will play for the third position. The usual prizes of gold, silver and bronze key chains will be awarded to the top three teams.

**INTRAMURAL NOTES:** Bowling applications are available in the men's physical education office. Bowling will begin this month. Anyone interested in intramural programs for swimming or wrestling, contact Mr. Schmidt in the physical education office.

**Indians Down Hawks As Bowen Hits For 25**

**By John Ameson**

Sports Editor

The Montclair State swashbucklers have gone undefeated in four meets, beating Paterson State (17-10), Pace (16-11), Jersey City State (21-6), and FDU-Rutherford (21-6). Led by the invincible saber squad, they have breezed to victory in every encounter.

Dave Bryer has won every one of his 12 bouts this season to extend his MSC career fencing record to an incredible 36-0 mark. Captain Dale Rodgers, the pestilential star, has lost only once thus far and sports a superior career record of 31-2 in saber. Jordan Denner rounds out the pentathlon star, has lost only once to an incredible 36-0 mark. Extend his MSC career fencing record to an incredible 36-0 mark. By the invincible saber squad, and FDU-Rutherford (21-6). Led undefeated in four meets, beating Fencers Face.